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“Crowdfunding” as a business model has become increasingly popular in recent years.  With 

crowdfunded projects, traditional lending sources are bypassed, allowing individual investors to 

directly evaluate a proposal based on their own criteria or financial interests.  The system has 

populist appeal: in theory, crowdfunding enables those who would otherwise be denied access to 

capital to move forward with a crowdfunded platform and expands investment options for 

contributors. 

In this Hot Topic Alert, we look at crowdfunding in the real estate marketplace. We examine the 

definition of crowdfunding, and consider some of the legal and regulatory ramifications 

surrounding it. We also examine some case studies of successful crowdfunded real estate projects 
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What is “Crowdfunding?” 

 “Crowdfunding” refers to the practice of using a third party, known as a platform, to solicit 

financial contributions from a large number of people.  This type of fundraising commonly occurs 

online with the platform retaining a portion of the funds collected as a fee.  Kickstarter, 

GoFundMe,  and Indiegogo are among the more popular crowdfunding platforms currently in use.  

Crowdfunding is popular among artists, inventors, consumer product developers and entrepreneurs 

seeking financial support for their projects.  Even independent bookstores have turned to 

crowdfunding to keep their businesses operating in the face of much bigger competition, or during 

difficult economic times. 

There are four main types of crowdfunding: 

1. Donation based, in which donations are solicited without anything offered or expected in 

return. GoFundMe is an example of this type of crowdfunding. 

2. Rewards based, in which a contributor receives a varying level of reward, according to the 

amount contributed. The reward might be a product that will be produced in the future using 

crowdfunding capital.  Patreon uses this model. 

3. Debt based, in which the investments are loans to be repaid with interest. Debt based 

crowdfunding is used by many start-ups.  Lending Club is an example of this type of model. 

4. Equity based, in which the investor receives a stake of the company that is soliciting funds. 

An example of this type of platform is Angellist. 

Inevitably, crowdfunding has grown to encompass real estate finance.  The idea has spread 

quickly: one estimate is that there are currently over 100 real estate crowdfunding platforms, such 

as Fundrise and Crowdstreet, for investors to choose from. Enthusiasts claim that crowdfunding 

has brought benefits not only for investors but also for real estate companies and for the real estate 

market as a whole. 

Proponents claim that crowdfunding opens up the real estate investment market.  Potential 

investors can locate and research multiple investment opportunities on their own.  Sometimes, 

investors are motivated to invest in projects within their community or products they personally 

believe will succeed.  In addition, crowdfunding investment solicitations are often directed towards 

individuals without a high net worth or large disposable income.  Those investors are attracted by 

the low minimum investment requirements, and the low fees charged by intermediaries.  Many 

real estate crowdfunding platforms allow participants to invest as little as $1,000, and Fundrise 

requires a minimum investment of only $100.  Since May of 2016, participation in real estate 

crowdfunding has been opened to non-accredited investors, defined as individuals who do not have 

a net worth of more than $1 million, or who have not earned an annual income of $200,000 (or 

$300,000 joint income for a married couple) for the past three years. 

 

Are Crowdfunding Offerings Securities? 

https://www.kickstarter.com/
https://www.gofundme.com/
https://www.indiegogo.com/
https://www.womenarts.org/skills/crowdfunding/
http://marketsandpatents.com/pdfs/Get-Started-with-Crowdfunding-IPWatchdog.pdf
https://hbr.org/2021/05/when-do-consumers-prefer-crowdfunded-products
https://www.forbes.com/sites/alejandrocremades/2019/01/12/how-crowdfunding-works-for-entrepreneurs/?sh=92a1813c531b
https://blog.libro.fm/crowdfunding-database-for-local-bookstores/
https://www.gofundme.com/
https://www.patreon.com/
https://www.lendingclub.com/loans/landing/affiliate-loans?referrerId=489212&irgwc=1&clickid=QYPzERxsWxyIRI-1X0XSAUFUUkG28RXcKQAe0E0&iradid=322506&ircid=4962&PID=165120&partnerID=97803&utm_medium=affiliates&utm_source=impactradius&utm_campaign=pl_evergreen&aid=
https://angel.co/
https://www.therealestatecrowdfundingreview.com/top-100-sites-ranked-and-reviewed
https://fundrise.com/
https://www.crowdstreet.com/
https://www.nerdwallet.com/best/investing/real-estate-crowdfunding-platforms
https://www.investopedia.com/best-real-estate-crowdfunding-sites-5070790
https://fundrise.com/
https://www.investopedia.com/articles/entrepreneurship-small-business/050216/guide-crowdfunded-investments-nonaccredited-investors.asp
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Crowdfunding campaigns look a lot like public offerings of securities. Shares or other financial 

instruments are offered for sale to the public in order to raise funds for a company or venture.  

Public offerings must be registered and approved by the Securities and Exchange Commission 

(SEC).  This raises an important question: Is SEC registration required for a crowdfunding 

campaign? 

Real estate crowdfunding has its origin in the “Jumpstart Our Business Startups Act,” enacted by 

Congress in 2012.  That law, popularly known as the JOBS Act, is an effort to promote small 

business growth by easing some securities regulations.  In particular, Title III of the Act (also 

referred to as “Regulation Crowdfunding” or “Reg CF”) contains provisions designed to encourage 

crowdfunding by exempting it from some securities laws.  

Pursuant to the terms of Reg CF (as amended in November 2020), crowdfunded investments may 

be offered only through licensed broker-dealers or registered investment portals or platforms.  

These portals are regulated, but the regulations reflect the more limited role the platforms play.  

Platforms do not provide investment advice, for example.  Also, while crowdfunding investments 

must still be registered with the SEC, the information and paperwork required for such a 

registration is less than what would be required for a typical registration of a public offering, and 

a crowdfunding campaign is exempt from the registration requirement if no more than $5 million 

is raised in any one year.   

There is no limit on the amount that accredited investors may invest in crowdfunding platforms.  

However, aggregate annual investments by non-accredited investors are capped at the lesser of 

$2,200 or 5% of the individual’s net income or net worth (if the investor’s annual income or net 

worth is less than $107,000), or 10% of the individual’s annual income or net worth (if both the 

income and net worth of the investor exceed $107,000). 

When adopted, the terms of Reg CF required SEC staff to “undertake to study and submit a report 

to the Commission no later than three years following the effective date of Regulation 

Crowdfunding on the impact of the regulation on capital formation and investor protection.”  This 

“Report to the Commission,” dated June 18, 2019, found that the number of crowdfunding 

offerings as well as the total amount of funding was, as of the date of the report, relatively modest, 

although the market exhibited growth over time.  The typical offering was small: the median target 

amount sought was $25,000 and the median maximum amount sought was $500,000. Most of the 

issuers that sought financing under Regulation Crowdfunding were relatively small and early in 

their lifecycle.  

 

Other Federal Laws 

One of the disadvantages of crowdfunded investments – at least, from the standpoint of the investor 

– is the limited opportunity to sell the investor’s interest. Federal regulations provide that securities 

purchased in a crowdfunding transaction generally cannot be resold for a period of one year after 

acquiring the intertest. Exceptions to the general rule allow transfer to the issuer of the securities, 

to an “accredited investor,” or as part of an offering registered with the SEC. An “accredited 

https://www.congress.gov/112/plaws/publ106/PLAW-112publ106.pdf
https://www.ecfr.gov/compare/2018-11-23/to/2018-11-22/title-17/chapter-II/part-227
https://www.sec.gov/smallbusiness/exemptofferings/regcrowdfunding/2019Report
https://www.ecfr.gov/current/title-17/chapter-II/part-227/subpart-E/section-227.501
https://www.ecfr.gov/current/title-17/chapter-II/part-230/subject-group-ECFR6e651a4c86c0174/section-230.501#p-230.501(a)
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investor” is defined as a bank, a private business development company, a tax-exempt charitable 

organization with total assets of more than $5 million, an officer, director, or general partner of 

the entity issuing the securities, or an individual with a net worth of more than $1 million. Transfers 

are also allowed within one year of acquisition if the transfer is to a member of the purchaser’s 

family, to a trust controlled by the purchaser, to a trust created for the benefit of a member of the 

purchaser’s family, or in connection with the death or divorce of the purchaser “or other similar 

circumstance.” 

Tax Issues  

A crowdfunding investment will, just as any other type of investment, raise tax concerns. On June 

24, 2016, the IRS issued Information Letter 2016-0036 regarding the issue of funds raised through 

crowdfunding.  The Information Letter states that the proceeds received through crowdfunding are 

reportable to the IRS as income in the year they are received, or the year in which they are 

“constructively available” to the taxpayer.  However, if the investor receives no reward, some 

receipts may be eligible for treatment as nontaxable contributions to capital by a non-shareholder.  

Most reward based crowdfunding campaigns will not qualify for this tax treatment as most creators 

do not operate their campaigns through corporations.  

 

State Laws and Regulations 

All 50 states, the District of Columbia, and most U.S. territories have their own securities laws and 

rules aimed at protecting investors from securities fraud.  These laws are commonly known as 

“Blue Sky Laws,” so called because they were aimed at protecting investors from “speculative 

schemes which have no more basis than so many feet of blue sky.” Blue Sky Laws apply to many 

different types of investments, and not just crowdfunding.  

Typical Blue Sky Laws require that all investment brokers and advisors be licensed and that 

investment offerings be registered. The registration process may include a review of the offering 

by state agents to determine if it is balanced and fair for the buyer.  Blue Sky Laws also commonly 

require disclosure of all the terms and financial details related to an investment offering. This 

disclosure allows investors and potential investors to have verifiable information when they make 

their investment decisions  

While the specific terms of Blue Sky Laws may vary state to state, they all have the same focus; 

namely, protecting individuals from fraudulent or overly speculative investments. The laws also 

have the goal of deterring sellers from taking advantage of inexperienced or unknowledgeable 

investors.  To that end, the laws also establish penalties for making fraudulent statements or failing 

to disclose information, and they allow lawsuits and other legal actions to be brought against 

issuers who do so.  

The SEC defers to state securities regulators on the subject of intrastate sales of investment 

products.  Thirty-four states and the District of Columbia have established intrastate exemptions 

https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-wd/16-0036.pdf
https://www.investor.gov/introduction-investing/investing-basics/glossary/blue-sky-laws
https://scholar.google.com/scholar_case?case=12447131279267952859&q=242+U.S.+539&hl=en&as_sdt=4006
https://www.nasaa.org/industry-resources/securities-issuers/intrastate-crowdfunding-directory/)
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to their local securities laws for crowdfunding. These exemptions allow businesses to engage in 

crowdfunding within a single state or territory without being subject to securities regulations 

intended for more established businesses.  To qualify for an exemption, a business must, among 

other things, maintain an in-state principal place of business and must raise funds from in-state 

residents only. 

 

Local Projects 

Crowdfunding is often promoted as a way for smaller investors to participate in the real estate 

market.  These investors are attracted by prospects of  very low fees paid for participation, small 

minimum investments, and impressive annual returns. But some crowdfunding projects seek 

investors who have different motives. 

Some crowdfunding campaigns focus on financing neighborhood rehabilitation or revitalization.  

Some of these efforts may be small-scale campaigns directed at saving a favorite local landmark 

or business.  For example, in Milwaukee, a crowdfunding campaign raised funds to rehabilitate and 

reopen a historic restaurant building in the city’s Lindsay Heights neighborhood.  In addition to 

the restaurant, the renovated building includes office and studio space and is described as “one of 

several catalytic developments” in the neighborhood.  Crowdfunding has also been tapped for 

larger, more ambitious projects, such as the redevelopment of the Detroit Tigers stadium site. 

Other crowdfunding platforms combine the goal of community development or redevelopment 

with the profit motive.  For example, a Pittsburgh-based company called Small Change selects real 

estate development projects that cannot get financing from traditional sources such as banks, and 

then rates them according to a proprietary “Change Index.”  This index measures factors such as 

mobility (access to transit, walkability, bike lanes, etc.), sustainability, and economic vitality.  

Potential investors are then presented with a project’s index number, which they use to evaluate 

the investment themselves.  Small Change has funded more than a dozen projects to date, including 

a “tiny house” in the Garfield neighborhood of Pittsburgh, an eight-unit bungalow court for the 

homeless in Los Angeles, and an affordable, energy efficient, forty-four unit apartment complex in 

Capitol Heights, MD.    

Another crowdfunding platform, American Homeowner Preservation, seeks to turn a profit for 

investors while saving homeowners from foreclosure.  AHP buys pools of distressed mortgages at 

a deep discount then, rather than foreclosing, AHP works with the homeowners to modify the loan 

terms.  If the effort is successful and the loan starts performing, AHP bundles the mortgages and 

sells them as re-performing loans. The homeowners get to keep their house, the new buyers get a 

high-quality loan, and AHP investors earn a profit.  If AHP is unable to help a borrower modify 

their mortgage to make it affordable, AHP forecloses and sells the property.  

https://urbanmilwaukee.com/2015/12/15/crowdfunding-new-business-seeks-to-improve-neighborhood/
https://www.freep.com/story/money/business/michigan/2014/12/16/tigers-baseball-larson/20478211/
https://www.smallchange.co/?gclid=EAIaIQobChMIg_LIxpPE9AIVBIeGCh2fcwaNEAAYASAAEgI-Q_D_BwE
https://rethinkrealestateforgood.co/2019/05/03/tiny-house/
https://learn.smallchange.co/2019/08/08/solving-homelessness-in-la/
https://www.smallchange.co/projects/marlboro-pike
https://www.ahpfund.com/
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While there are many non-profit and community groups using crowdfunding for development 

projects, whether the number of for profit real estate focused platforms continues to grow depends 

on a number of factors, including whether investors really can do well by doing good. 

 

Pros and Cons of Crowdfunding 

From the perspective of a fundraiser, crowdfunding offers the benefit of accessing a broader 

network of capital sources.  Anyone over the age of 18 with as little as $100 to invest is a potential 

contributor.  Also, if the project raises less than $5 million in a year, it may qualify for an 

exemption from securities regulations.  

For investors, access to crowdfunding portals and low minimum investment requirements provide 

opportunities for greater geographic and financial diversification of their investments than they 

might otherwise have had.  With crowdfunding, the investor can realize a return without being 

required to participate in managing the project, however, this also means that the investor has no 

control over how their contribution is handled.  If an investor becomes dissatisfied and wants to 

get rid of an asset, the process for doing so may not be as simple as it would be with other 

investments.  As previously stated, SEC rules on crowdfunding limit the resale of crowdfunded 

investment shares to the issuer, an accredited investor, as a part of an offering registered with the 

SEC, or to a member of the investor’s family for a period of one year after purchase. 

The SEC also cautions that resale may be difficult because a seller may have to locate a buyer for 

the crowdfunded investment him or herself.  Unlike traditional securities, crowdfunded 

investments have no exchange on which they are traded.  The new and different character of 

crowdfunding may make buyers hesitant to repurchase shares at any price, particularly if the seller 

is selling them because performance has been a disappointment.  A willing seller may very well 

be stuck with an unwanted investment. Therefore, non-accredited investors must understand the 

potential risks associated with crowdfunding investments. 

REALTOR® Associations 

The National Association of REALTORS® and state and local REALTOR® associations have no 

policies or positions specific to crowdfunding in the real estate market.  As always, we continue 

to support laws and regulations that ensure that there is an adequate flow of capital to finance real 

estate development, rehabilitation and other projects.  
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ADDITIONAL STATE & LOCAL RESOURCES 

 
White Papers: Comprehensive reports prepared for NAR on issues directly 
impacting the real estate industry. Examples include: Rental Restrictions, Land 
Banks, Sales Tax on Services, State & Local Taxation, Building Codes, Hydraulic 
Fracturing, Foreclosure Property Maintenance, Climate Change, Private Transfer 
Fees. 

 
Growth Management Fact Book: Analysis of issues related to land use and modern 
growth management topics include density — rate of growth, public facilities and 
infrastructure, protection of natural resources, preservation of community character, 
and affordable housing. 

 

All available on REALTOR® Party webpage under the State & Local Issues tab. 

Hot Topic Alerts are prepared for NAR by Legal Research Center, Inc. 

 

To review NAR’s other Hot Topic Alerts, text HOT TOPIC to 30644 to sign up 

for REALTOR® Party Mobile Alerts and a link will be sent directly to your mobile 

device. All Hot Topic Alerts can also be found on the REALTOR® Party webpage. 

 

Questions or concerns contact Melissa Horn 
Email: MHorn@nar.realtor 

Phone: 202-383-1026 

https://realtorparty.realtor/
https://realtorparty.realtor/
mailto:MHorn@nar.realtors

